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1 Cryptocurrency stock exchange and cryptoexchangers are new activities type for 

the residents of HTP. To become an HTP resident one needs: 

TRANSACTIONS3 Any legal entities are able to buy and sell tokens through the cryptocurrency 

stock exchange and cryptoexchangers.

REGULATION4 Laws on securities and securitization are not applicable on the relations 

(transactions) of cryptocurrency stock exchange and cryptoexchangers with 

tokens even if such relations (transactions) are similar to those regulated by these 

laws.

LICENSES AND PERMITS5 Requirements on licensing of professional and stock exchange activities on 

securities are not applicable to the activities of cryptocurrency stock exchange 

and cryptoexchangers. 

Activities of cryptocurrency stock exchange and cryptoexchangers ≠ banking 

activities. 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

6 Cryptocurrency stock exchange should provide presence of funds on their 

accounts opened in Belarusian banks in the amount not less than BYN 1 mln. (≈ 

USD 500 thousand). 

Cryptoexchangers should provide presence of funds on their accounts opened in 

Belarusian banks in the amount not less than BYN 200 thousand (≈ USD 100 

thousand).  

CRYPTOCURRENCY STOCK EXCHANGE RIGHTS7 Cryptocurrency stock exchange is entitled:

CRYPTOCURRENCY STOCK EXCHANGE OBLIGATIONS

8 Cryptocurrency stock exchange should develop local normative legal acts (LNLA), under 

which the activities will be conducted, including:

ACCOUNTING9 Cryptocurrency stock exchange and cryptoexchangers should reflect in the accounting 

registers the conducted transactions as well as compose accounting and (or) financial 

reports in the established order.

CONTROL

10 State authorities will control the activities of the cryptocurrency stock exchange and 

cryptoexchangers in part of their compliance with the anti-money laundering laws (AML).

REGISTRY2 Information about registered cryptocurrency stock exchange and 

cryptoexchangers is subject to inclusion into the registry of HTP residents.

21.12.2017. Decree No 8 "On development of digital economy" was signed. 

What is it changing? 

to have/establish a company in Belarus; 

to prepare a business-project; 

to submit an application and attachments hereto. 

to open accounts in the banks, non-banking crediting and financial organizations 

in Belarus and abroad for conducting of settlements on trades and other 

transactions made;

to establish the amount and the order of charging of fees and other payments for 

services rendered from the trades’ participants (clients);

to make (organize) bargains with residents and non-residents of aimed at tokes’ 

distribution, including abroad, purchase and (or) alienation of tokens for 

Belarusian rubles and foreign currency, digital currency, exchange of tokens on 

other tokens on behalf of clients or on its own behalf;

to make (organize) other bargains with tokens, including transactions on 

exchange of tokens on Belarusian rubles, foreign or digital currency, tokens. 

It is allowed to use foreign currency within settlements between residents of the 

Republic of Belarus in case of transactions (settlements) conducting between 

residents on cryptocurrency stock exchange.

rules regulating the order of trade with tokens;

the order of access of participants to trades and their exclusion from the range of 

participants of trades;

rules of token’s access to trades. 
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